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ABSTRACT
Among the plethora of non-programming tasks frequently required of SAS® users is the manual compression/loading 
of assorted SAS programs, logs, and output files for transfer or archival purposes. The Windows™ application most 
frequently recruited for this task is Winzip®. Unfortunately for SAS programmers, who are accustomed to 
manipulating data via a keyboard-driven programming interface, the point-and-click front-end of the Winzip 
application generally represents a bottleneck in the smooth flow of program development--> execution--> delivery. 
This paper builds on the documented list of command-line options associated with the WinZip32 executable file and 
demonstrates several ways in which the adventurous programmer can operate this application in a SAS programming 
environment to avoid the manual tedium involved in the typical use of this popular utility. 

INTRODUCTION
This paper is intended to introduce some command-line syntax of the WinZip32.exe file with the aim of demonstrating 
multiple means by which SAS programmers can create automatic and/or dynamic methods of quickly zipping large 
numbers of files without having to resort to the drudgery of using the WinZip user interface.

REQUIREMENTS
Before launching headfirst into either SAS or WinZip, it’s probably helpful to outline a proto-typical set of transfer 
specifications that the average SAS programmer may encounter. Usually, a client’s request is simply “send us 
everything”, but, when broken down into reasonable components, this generally translates into:

(1) All SAS programs
(2) All SAS logs
(3) All associated macros
(4) All derived datasets
(5) All derivation specifications
(6) All raw datasets
(7) All QC documentation
(8) All report/output files (in whatever pre-specified format)

ARGUMENTS AND COMMANDS
Like most versatile applications, WinZip allows users to send information to its executable via a stream of text 
following the executable’s invocation in either a Start-->Run or DOS command-line context. Sections of text that are 
recognizable as standard options, and thus are anticipated by the particular application, are often referred to as 
commands. An example of a command can be illustrated using the popular Windows™ text viewer, Notepad:

Alternatively...
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In either the Run dialogue box or at the Windows CMD prompt, the instruction “/p” tells the Notepad executable to
print a particular file. Following the “/p” command is a text string passed to the executable that belongs to no pre-
specified set of parameter values (the only requirement being that it actually represents an existing file to fulfill the “/p” 
command appropriately) and thus is nearly infinitely variable. To distinguish this section from a command (which is of 
quite limited variability), such text is often known as an argument. 

A BRIEF WORD ON COMMAND/ARGUMENT STRUCTURE
While it’s handy that most application can figure out the difference between commands and arguments (usually the 
commands being with “/” or “-“), virtually all require that both be passed to the executable in some orderly fashion. 
This is analogous to the requirement in the SAS macro language for positional parameters to be passed into a macro 
in the same order in which they were specified in the %macro statement. Naturally, the structural requirements of 
commands and arguments passed to different executables vary depending upon the particular executable. Here is 
the basic structure for calling Winzip32.exe:

“c:\progra~1\winzip\winzip32.exe [-min] action [options] filename[.zip] files”

The following table describes each element that can be passed to the Winzip32.exe file:

Table 1. Allowable Parameters for Command-line Components of WinZip32.exe.
Element Type Description
“C:\progra~1\winzip\winzip32.exe
”
OR
“winzip”

N/A The actual call to the executable itself

[-min] Command Optional; allows application to be run minimized
action Command -a = add

-f  = freshen
-u = update
-m= move
Note: Only one action is permitted per executable 
invocation

[options] Command -r = Include all subfolders
-ex = Extra compression
-en = Normal compression (default)
-ef  = Fast
-es = Super Fast
-s = allows the next text string to be passed in as 

a password necessary for opening the 
archive

Filename[.zip] Argument The specific name (including full directory path) of the zip 
file on which the specified action is to be taken.

files Argument This can take the form of...
(a) a folder name with no files specified (i.e. all files 

will be included)
(b) a list of files separated by spaces (e.g., “c:\text.txt 

c:\anything.doc” etc...) or as a specified set of 
filename using wild-cards (e.g., ‘c:\t*.txt’)

(c) the name of an external file, proceeded by the 
symbol “@” , containing a list of all files to be 
processed 
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PROGRAM SAMPLES
SAMPLE USAGE 1 – SAS ACTIVE-X INVOCATION OF THE EXECUTABLE
This first example involves calling the Winzip32 executable from within an interactive SAS session running on a 
Windows platform.    

For instance, one may have a SAS program that acts as a ‘batch run’ file for creating an assortment of derived 
datasets...

libname derived "\\server\sas\data\derived";

%include "\\server\sas\programs\d0_demog.sas";
%include "\\server\sas\programs\d1_ae.sas";
...

In order to add a simple WinZip executable invocation to run automatically at the end of the above batch SAS
program, the following line of code could suffice as a starting point...

x ‘c:\progra~1\winzip\winzip32.exe –a –s"pass1234"  
 \\server\sas\transport\derived.zip  
 \\server\sas\data\derived\ae.sas7bdat
 \\server\sas\data\derived\demog.sas7bdat’;

In this example, the SAS data files AE and DEMOG are specifically added to the file DERIVED.ZIP and encrypted 
with the password “PASS1234”. One element that tends to generate considerable confusion when beginning to work 
with command-line utilities is that most executables tend to interpret spaces as argument/command delimiters. 
WinZip is no exception. Therefore, if any directory path or file name passed in as an argument contains spaces, 
either DOS ‘shorthand’ (i.e., the first six letter of the folder/file name plus “~1”) or appropriate quotation marks will 
need to be added in order to appropriately separate argument/command elements. Failure to do so will cause the 
application to terminate unsuccessfully.

The next logical step following the above sample might be to dynamically add an entire data library to a zip file with a 
few additional lines of SAS code...

libname derived "\\server\client\data\datasets\derived";              
 

*** OBTAIN ALL DATASET NAMES FROM WITHIN A DATA LIBRARY.;  
proc contents data=derived._all_ out=temp noprint;                                                                                              
run;                                                                                                              

 
proc sort data=temp(keep=memname) nodupkey;                                                   

by memname;                                                                                                                          
run;                                                                  

 
*** CREATE A TEXT FILE CONTAINING ALL DATASET NAMES.;  
data _null_;                                                                                                                            

length filen $2000;                                                                                      
file "c:\list.txt";                                                                                                                  
set temp;                                                                        

 
filen="\\server\client\data\datasets\derived\"||

   trim(left(memname))||
 ".sas7bdat";                                 

put filen;                                                                                                                           
run;                    

  
 *** PASS THE NEWLY-CREATED TEXT FILE IN AS AN ARGUMENT TO WINZIP.;  
x 'c:\progra~1\winzip\winzip32.exe -a -s"pass1234" c:\test.zip @c:\list.txt';      

In the above example, a list of files is generated via SAS data manipulation and subsequently passed in as an 
argument proceeded by the “@” symbol. 
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And, to make for a little more concise (though less precise) SAS code, the reader may recall from Table 1 above that 
wild-cards, in the form of the ‘*’ symbol, are permitted within the ‘files’ argument...
 

x ‘c:\progra~1\winzip\winzip32.exe –a –s"pass1234"   
 \\server\sas\transport\derived.zip  
 \\server\sas\data\derived\*.sas7bdat’;

Naturally, numerous variations and efficiencies could be added to a SAS-based invocation, such as applying any of
these concepts to a macro that can then be used dynamically across different data or file libraries, or sub-setting a file 
list dynamically via some external ‘Table of Programs’ database, etc...

SAMPLE USAGE 2 – VISUAL BASIC SCRIPTING EDITION (VBSCRIPT) INVOCATION 
Although using either the x-command (or call system) from within SAS provides for a convenient means of directing 
the WinZip application, other methods do have their merit. In particular, the use of the VBScript property 
CURRENTDIRECTORY to return information about the directory in which a script was executed can have some
handy implications for automating the passage of arguments to the Winzip32.exe file. Take the following VBScript 
code for example...

dim shell
dim fs
dim fold

set shell=createobject("wscript.shell")
set fs= createObject("scripting.filesystemobject")

‘USE THE CURRENTDIRECTORY PROPERTY TO GET DIRECTORY IN WHICH
‘THE SCRIPT WAS EXECUTED.
set fold = fs.getfolder(shell.currentdirectory)

‘CREATE A VARIABLE TO HOLD THE VALUE OF THE NAME OF THE ZIP FILE.
zipfile=fold & "\allfiles.zip"

‘CREATE A VARIABLE TO HOLD THE VALUE OF THE PASSWORD TO BE USED.
password="-s" & chr(34) & "pass1234" & chr(34)

‘INVOKE THE WINZIP UTILITY PASSING IN THE DYNAMICALLY-CREATED CURRENT DIRECTORY.
‘TO AVOID INADVERTENT SPACES, DYNAMIC FOLDER VARIABLE ENCLOSED IN DOUBLE-QUOTES.
shell.run "winzip -a " & password & " " & zipfile & " " & chr(34) & fold & chr(34)

When the above code is inserted into any text editor and saved with a ‘.vbs’ extension, double-clicking on the 
resultant file should execute it immediately. An error or lack of execution would suggest that Windows Script Host 
(WSH) 5.6 or greater is not installed on the host machine. This is because the CURRENTDIRECTORY property was 
first made available in WSH v5.6. A single line of code added to the top of the script can confirm whether a computer 
has the proper version installed (or not).

‘ENSURE THAT WINDOWS SCRIPT HOST 5.6 OR GREATER IS INSTALLED.
msgbox(wscript.version)

If you happen to discover that your WSH version is deficient, a free update is available from the Microsoft Developers 
Network at http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/downloads/list/webdev.asp. 

So, getting back to the script itself, two particular lines are of interest here: 
(1) The directory path in which the script was executed is obtained and stored as a text string within the variable 

named “fold”.
(2) The shell object is then used to emulate the command-line by ‘running’ the code that follows it, which passes 

in the dynamically obtained folder name as the final argument, thereby adding all files within that directory to 
the file ‘allfiles.zip’, which is automatically created within the specified directory.

Setting up small stand-alone scripts like this one allows for a great deal of speed and efficiency at an extremely low 
time cost (i.e., all that is required at transfer time is double clicking on a particular VBScript file within each folder to 
zip all files/datasets within that specified directory).
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SAMPLE USAGE 3 – PUSH-BUTTON INVOCATION ENCAPSULATED IN AN HTML PAGE
However, as the makers of WinZip obviously foresaw, most users prefer some type of graphical user interface (GUI)
within which to work. Unfortunately, having to manually select one’s way through a directory-tree to assign a folder 
from which to obtain files to zip can result in a time drain that more than offsets any savings offered by using the
fancy application ‘front-end’. In order to combine the best features of command-line efficiency/specificity and GUI 
ease-of-use, a simple html page can be generated with relatively few lines of VBScript code couched within to make 
the most of a ‘point-and-click’ automated zip interface.

Take the following lines of html code for example...

<html>
<head><center><h2> Push-Button Winzip Manipulator - Study WXYZ
</h2></center></head>
<input name=derived type="button" value="Zip up Derived Data"><br><br>
<input name=raw type="button" value="Zip up Raw Data"><br>

<script language=vbscript for=derived event=onclick>

dim wshell
set wshell=createobject("wscript.shell")

directory="\\server\client\study\data\datasets\convert\crt"
zipfile=directory & "\derived_data.zip" 
password="-s" & chr(34) & "pass1234" & chr(34)
zipcode="winzip -a " & password & " " & zipfile & " " & directory & "\*.*"

wshell.run(zipcode)

</script>
<script language=vbscript for=raw event=onclick>

dim wshell
set wshell=createobject("wscript.shell")

directory="\\server\client\study\data\datasets\rawdata"
zipfile=directory & "\raw_data.zip" 
password="-s" & chr(34) & "pass1234" & chr(34)
zipcode="winzip -a " & password & " " & zipfile & " " & directory & "\*.*"

wshell.run(zipcode)

</script>
</html>

The resulting two-button ‘application’ looks something like this...
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Merely clicking on each button triggers a simple VBScript embedded in the HTML page, which then in turn passes the 
appropriate commands/arguments to the WinZip executable to dynamically accomplish the task of zipping up the 
particular set of data files. Obviously, this is merely a starting point, from which any size/shape of ‘dashboard’ can be 
equipped with an impressive (or terrifying) array of automatic/dynamic zipping functionality for all occasions via
customizing additional buttons, checkboxes, etc... A more complete user interface could even insert one or more
drop-down menus for dynamically selecting among a set of studies, or areas within a study (e.g., IND, SDMC, final 
report, etc...). Such an arrangement might start off with the following appearance...

CONCLUSION 
Hopefully, it is apparent to the reader by now that manipulating the Winzip utility via the command-line in the manner 
demonstrated by any of the three samples above is a relatively simple endeavor that can provide plentiful time-
savings for the SAS programmer, especially when frequent transfers are the norm. Revisiting the list of common 
transfer requirements presented at the beginning of this paper, the common elements among all seven should now 
be easily identifiable. Use of the command-line parameters available in the Winzip32 executable to create automatic 
and/or dynamic zip files for archive and/or transport for any of these elements should now be at least somewhat 
apparent. This introduction, in combination with the samples provided, will hopefully give SAS programmers with any 
level of prior command-line experience a good start towards creating their own methods of directing the Winzip32 
executable with relatively little hassle and much less time than would be consumed using the familiar WinZip
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application interface manually.
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